UNIQUE
HYGIENIC
CONVENIENT
SIMPLE
COST EFFECTIVE
“The Microsave™ is a simple, ingenious idea that
protects the interior of our microwaves, saving us
time and money. It’s easily removed, washed and
replaced for next service, time and again, avoiding
burnt food particles which can cause scorched
ceiling plates or cracked base plates…

...it’s simply brilliant!”
Cyrus Todiwala OBE DL, Chef Patron
Café Spice Namaste Assado & Mr Todiwala’s Kitchen

Contact us for further details: 01329 285 518
www.cavityprotectionsystems.com

CavProSystems

…the unique commercial microwave oven
liner from Cavity Protection Systems Ltd
Significant commercial
and operational advantages

Avoid down time

The liner can be removed, cleaned and replaced,
in the oven, keeping the cavity clean and avoiding
costly repairs and down time.

The Liner protects the entire microwave cavity
from grease and food particles which - if left- can
cause serious or even un-repairable damage to
the oven. Lack of the correct cleaning procedures
can lead to malfunctioning (normally during the
busiest periods) and is mostly due to ceiling
plates sparking or base plates breaking rendering
the oven un-usable. The Cavity Protection
System helps to avoid this.

Hygienic

Avoid costly repairs

It is an easily removable and replaceable rigid
TPX liner for the Panasonic, Daewoo and Sharp
compact range of heavy duty commercial
microwave ovens.

Keeps the cavity of the compact range of heavy
duty Panasonic, Daewoo and Sharp commercial
microwave ovens spotlessly clean and looked
after. A hygienic ‘must’ If spattering of food
occurs, it leaves food particles on the roof liner,
base and cavity which usually drip down on to the
next dish, it can even cause expensive damage to
the roof or base.

Easy to clean

Food particles left on ceiling plates, base plates
and light lens can cause serious damage to the
interior of a microwave as they carbonise, cinder
and then arc. A Cavity Protection Liner in the
oven will alleviate these problems.

Value for money

The cost of just one repair could pay for a Cavity
Protection Liner and in the future could save
hundreds of pounds in repairs.

All the operator has to do is to take the cavity
liner out, give it a quick rinse and dry, then replace
it back into the oven, keeping it clean
and hygienic.
At the end of each session, just wash with a little
washing up liquid and warm water, spray rinse
and leave to dry. It can also be placed in a non
caustic dishwasher.

1 Avoids costly call outs and repairs
2 Helps to avoid ‘down time’
3 Protects your microwave against

splatters and spills
4 Keeps your microwave oven clean and

as good as new
5 Easy to put in, take out and wash by

hand, potwasher or dishwasher

6 Unique, patented design from Cavity

Protection Systems Ltd®
7 Costs less than a service call/repair
8 Fully NSF International Approved
9 Designed and made in Great Britain
0 For any establishment using a

professional microwave oven…
a definite no brainer!”

We’ve been using the Microsave™ for
years, it’s brilliant. It’s easy to use, cuts
back on maintenance and daily cleaning
of our microwaves and saves a lot of wear
internally. We’ve seen a reduction in the
amount spent on repairs and we barely see
a microwave technician these days!”
Ryan KinneavyHead Chef, The Spyglass Inn

The Microsave™ is a brilliant idea, the
best thing ever! It saves money and time.
Whenever I buy a new microwave, I order a
Microsave™ too. It’s so simple – the person
who invented it must have been a chef! I
would 100% recommend it.”
Satish Yerramilli Executive Head Chef, Meon
Valley A
 Marriott Hotel & Country Club

No.1 microwave killer!
Stirrer assembly burnt out
after leakage of damaged seals

Ceiling plate damaged due to food
particles not removed

Baseplate cracked and seals
damaged by grease penetration

Holes burnt in cavity due to grease
seeping under baseplate

Corrosion caused to door hinges,
oven base and lamp wiring

All of which are not covered by
the Manufacturer’s guarantee!

TO FIND OUT MORE OR TO BUY
CALL: 01329 285 518 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
www.microsave.co.uk Invented and Manufactured by:

